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ABSTRACT 
This paper clarifies the theoretical relations between the concept of W-irreduc- 
ibility (Schriider [ll]) and those statements in Vandergraft [14] which rely on the 
notion of faces and the noninvariance properties of irreducible operators. Simple 
applications involve operators of the form M = I-A with positive A and matrices “of 
positive type.” 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An (n, n)-matrix A = (a,/) is called irreducible if there exists no disjoint 
partition of N, = { 1,2,. . . , n} into nonempty subsets 1,J such that 
aii = 0 for all iEI andall ~EJ. 
This property, for which many equivalent formulations exist, is known to be 
of considerable interest in theoretical and practical respects. We mention 
here only the Perron-Frobenius theory, the theory of M-matrices, and the 
convergence theorems of the Stein-Rosenberg type. 
A statement that is very simple but characteristic for the role of irreduc- 
ibility can be formulated as follows (using the order relations defined 
precisely in the following section): 
For the spectral radius p(A) of an arbitrary real (n,n)-matrix A with 
nonnegative coefficients aii, p(A) <h holds if and only if there exists a vector 
zEIW” with 
z > 0, hz>AZ. (1.1) 
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In case A is irreducible, however, the existence of a vector x with 
n > 0, hz>AZ 
is sufficient. 
In this context the relations > , >, > first refer to the cone of natural 
order in Iw” only. However, the statements also hold if we consider an 
arbitrary closed convex cone K in a finite-dimensional space R and a linear 
operator A : R+R leaving this cone K invariant. The statements referring to 
this more general situation are also known. In this case, the irreducibility of 
A can be defined, for example, by the notion of “faces,” namely by the 
condition that there is no nontrivial face F CK invariant under A (cf. 
following section). 
In [14] Vandergraft has weakened the condition (1.1) also for the case of 
a nonirreducible operator A. Then 
takes the place of (1.1). Here the relation >A belongs to the set KA - (0) 
which is obtained from K by removing all faces F c K which are invariant 
under A. The corresponding “Vandergraft cone” KA is used in [ 141 for 
deriving comparison theorems of Stein-Rosenberg type and other statements. 
On the other hand, within the framework of the theory of M-matrices 
developed in [ll], Schroder has conceived the notion of W-irreducibility. 
This notion generalizes the usual concept of irreducibility and in a certain 
way offers the possibility of comprehending the quantitative nature of 
reducibility of an operator more precisely. In [II] Schroder has already 
pointed out connections between W-irreducibility and Vandergraft’s condi- 
tions pertaining to KA. 
In this paper these relations are investigated in detail. For this purpose 
we resume the required statements on faces in Sec. 2. Section 3 is concerned 
with the concept of W-irreducibility. The W-irreducible operators A are 
characterized by a noninvariance property of certain faces. A special class of 
W-irreducible matrices is characterized by a “connection property” that 
applies to “matrices of positive type.” 
The precise relation between Vandergraft’s cone KA and the theory of 
W-irreducibility is the center of Sec. 4. KA turns out to be the maximal 
subcone W of K such that A still is W-irreducible. For the proof of this fact 
we use the concept of “extremal sets.” 
Sections 5 and 6 deal with the abovementioned statements referring to 
the spectral radius p(A). We generalize and correct results of Vandergraft 
[I4]. Central aid for our consideration is Schroder’s “monotonicity theorem” 
[12, II]. 
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The statements of Stein-Rosenberg type given by Vandergraft [14, Sec. 31 
can equally be generalized in a corresponding way. In this paper, however, 
we do not want to present these results, since the practical significance of 
the assumptions concerned (also of those in [14]) is doubtful in our opinion. 
In the present paper also, however, practical issues are only discussed 
marginally. Though the relevant theories in [ll] and [14] are, in principle, 
conceived for application, we limit ourselves to a theoretical clarification of 
the relations between the cited papers. Finally, also in the theoretical area, 
there are a number of pretensions which are not made by this paper. For 
example, we neither enter into the graph-theoretical aspects of irreducibility 
nor discuss those generalizations of the irreducibility concept which mainly 
refer to the infinite-dimensional case. (Barker gives a survey of such concepts 
and their significance in the finite-dimensional case in [l].) We intentionally 
limit ourselves to the finite-dimensional case. It can, however, be easily seen 
from the proofs which considerations carry over to the infinite-dimensional 
case. 
The literature on the subjects mentioned here (M-matrices, Perron- 
Frobenius theory, theory of inverse-positive operators, etc.) is of enormous 
volume. We only cite those papers that have been of immediate importance 
to us. For the rest we refer to the summarizing representations and “histori- 
cal remarks” in [2], [3], [8], [ll], [12], [WI, [16], and to the literature cited 
there. 
The present paper contains results of the second author’s diploma thesis, 
which was finished in 1977 at the Institute of Mathematics of Cologne 
University under the supervision of Professor Schroder. 
2. CONES, FACES, IRREDUCIBILITY 
In this section the general assumptions are formulated and concepts and 
statements of relevant papers are compiled-in particular, of the papers [2], 
[ll], [13], [14]. To allow a consistent presentation, the statements of the 
papers mentioned are somewhat modified and completed. 
Let R be a real n-dimensional linear space with the norm topology. All 
cones C c R occurring in this paper will be proper convex cones, i.e. 
c+ccc, (YC C C for (Y >O, Cn(-C)=(O) 
Each such cone generates an order relation by which R becomes a partially 
ordered linear space, and vice versa. We speak of a fuZZ cone if the interior 
Int C#0. We write [C] for the span of a cone C C R. Let d designate the 
interim of C relative to [Cl. Cf0 is true in general. Exactly for a full cone 
Int C = C holds. 
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The whole paper will be based on a fixed closed full cone K c R. The 
corresponding order relation is denoted by > : 
U>O :* UEK, 
u>o :w UEK-(0). 
By the cone IntK u {0}, another order relation is generated in R, namely the 
strict order relation > belonging to > : 
a>0 :w uEIntKU{O}, 
U>O :@ uE IntK. 
One has u >O if and only if for each o E R there exists a h > 0 ( E R) such 
that Au+v>O. 
For u > 0, let F, denote the set 
F,:={vER:O<av<uforana>O(ElR)}. 
As is easily seen, I?,, is a subcone of K. According to Barker and Schneider [l] 
we designate F, as the cyclic face of K belonging to u (cf. [2, Definition 2.4 
and Corollary 2.101). Apart from [2] (and, for example, [l]) the faces F, are 
also studied by Vandergraft [13,14], but characterized in a somewhat dif- 
ferent way there. We should like to point out that the (general) face concept 
is not used consistently in the literature. At the end of this section we shall 
discuss the differences in more detail. 
Obviously 
F, = (01 ++ u=o, 
(The second relation immediately follows from the above characterization of 
u >O.) In these two cases we speak of the “trivial” cyclic faces of K. We are 
interested, however, in the faces F, with u > 0, u YO. 
The relevant properties of the in the 
In essential of 
Lemma in Vandergraft in [ 131 serves 
as a definition F,,. Cf. also [2, Chapter 21. 
LEMMA 2.1. 
(1) For arbitrary u > 0 one has u E @,,; and F c F, holds fm any other 
subcme F c K with u E e. 
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(2) In the case of u > 0, uY0 one obtains the representation 
F,=m-p,]; P-1) 
consequently, F, then is a closed cone lying in the boundary of K. 
(3) One has 
v E F, - F,cF,; (2.2) 
hence, in particular, 
O=Gv<u + F,cF,. 
Furthemore 
w FOc F,, dim[ F,] =dim[ F,,]. (2.3) 
For the proof of the statements (1) and (2) the considerations of the proof 
for Lemma 2.1 in [13] may be used in principle. In this context, however, we 
give an idea of a directOproof of the above statements. 
(1): In proving u E F,, it is shown that a v E R is an element of $u if and 
only if v - 6w E F, holds for all w E F, and for all sufficiently small 6 > 0 
( ER). Furthermore, let F be a subcone of K with u E*; then one has 
u - SW E F for any w E F and for all sufficiently small 8 > 0 (Elk!). Hence 
0<6w<u, i.e. wEF,,. Thus, FcF,. 
(2): If F,JZ aK, there would be a v E F, nIntK. Thus, one would have 
O-C (YV < u with (Y > 0 ( E R), and consequently u +O, in contradiction to the 
assumption. That, on the other hand, aK n [F,] c F, results as follows. Each 
v E K n [FJ may be represented by linearly independent elements ui E F, n 
K and coefficients yi > 0 in the form v = Z iyiui. One has 0 <a,~, < u for 
certain CX~ > 0; thus also 0 < yiui < (y,/a,)u. By summation one has 
O<v=~y,u,< 72 u. 
1 ( 1 I 
This means v E F,. 
(3): (2.2) easily follows from the definition of a cyclic face. In proving 
the first equivalence in (2.3) one uses again the characterization of F, 
specified in the proof of (1). Using the first equivalence, the second one 
results from the fact that F, c F, implies cS c ku in case F, and F, have the 
same dimension. W 
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The cyclic faces F, may be used for defining the irreducibility of a 
positive operator A. This and equivalent possibilities of introducing the 
irreducibility concept are explained by the following Theorem 2.1. In this 
context a linear operator A : R--+ R is called positive if u > 0 always implies 
Au > O-if, in other words, K remains invariant under A. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A : R-+R be a positive linear operator. Then the 
following three conditions are equivalent. 
(1) For all h E Iw the implication 
PJ-Ah>0 j u>o 
u>o (2.4 
holds. 
(2) The implication 
u>O =+ (Z+A)“-‘u>O (2.5) 
is valid. 
(3) None of the nontrivial cyclic faces of K, i.e. of the faces F,, c K with 
u > 0, u ~0, rernuins invariant under A. 
A positive linear operator A is called irreducible (more precisely: K-irre- 
ducible) if one of the three conditions (l), (2), (3) of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied. 
In the case of R = (UT, > ) with the natural order relation > , this irreducibil- 
ity concept coincides with the usual concept of irreducibility (for matrices 
with nonnegative coefficients). For condition (1) this follows, for example, 
from [ll, Corollary 2.11(b)]. 
In the following section the equivalence of the three conditions is proved 
in a more general context. Here we only make some remarks with respect to 
the significance of the conditions. 
Condition (1) is the main object in Schrijder [ll]; in a somewhat 
different, but equivalent formulation it is also used in [7] for the definition of 
irreducibility. If the implication (2.4) is true for one X E R, it is also true for 
all h’ < X. Thus, it has to be postulated only for all sufficiently large h. In the 
sense of the theory of inverse-positive operators (cf. [ll], see also Sec. 5 of 
the present paper) (2.4) just means that hZ - A is “strictly pre-inverse-posi- 
tive”. 
Condition (2) constitutes the n-dimensional case of “strict irreducibility” 
defined in Barker and Schneider [2]. It follows from [2, Theorems 3.4, 3.51 
that conditions (2) and (3) are equivalent (in the finite-dimensional case). 
In proving the noninvariance property of cyclic faces under A postulated 
in (3), we shall often use the following criterion [14, Lemma 2.11. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let A: R+R be a positive linear operator, and let u > 0. 
Then the following equivalence holds: 
F, is invariant under A w Au E F,. 
For the simple proof we refer to [14]. 
In both Barker and Schneider [2] (cf. also Barker [l]) and Vandergraft 
[ 13,141, condition (3) is used for defining irreducibility. However, the authors 
do not use the nontrivial cyclic faces explicitly, but rather refer to the 
respective face concepts introduced by themselves. As already mentioned, 
the face concepts of Vandergraft, on the one hand, and of Barker and 
Schneider, on the other, are not identical. However, this difference is of no 
account with respect to the invariance question. For the sake of clarification 
and with regard to the investigations in Sets. 3 and 4 this will be explained 
somewhat more precisely in the following. 
In [13], [14] Vandergraft defines a “face F of K ” as a closed subcone of 
3K (F+(O)), h w ere each u E F may be represented as a “nonnegative” 
linear combination (i.e. as a linear combination with nonnegative 
coefficients) of so-called extremal vectors of K. In this context a vector 
w E K is called extremal if w = wr + ws with wi, ws E K implies that wr and 
w, are nonnegative multiples of w. We call a face in Vandergraft’s sense a 
V-face. 
Barker and Schneider ([l], [2], etc.) define a face F c K as a subcone of K 
such that 
o<v<u, uEF + vEF. 
We call such faces S-faces here. 
Between these face concepts there exist the following connections (cf. [2, 
p. 2251). 
Each cyclic face F, is an S-face. On the other hand, (in the finite-dimen- 
sional cas.e considered here) each S-face F is a cyclic face, namely F = F, for 
any u E F [2, Lemma 2.20, Theorem 2.221. It is therefore not necessary to 
differentiate between S-faces and cyclic faces. 
Apart from the trivial S-faces (0) and K, each S-face is a V-face. The 
inverse, however, does not hold in general; in [2, p. 2251, an example 
demonstrating the opposite in R4 is given. With regard to the invariance 
properties of interest for irreducibility, however, the following is true: 
LEMMA 2.3. Zf F is a V-fme invariant under A, there exists a u > 0, 
~$0 such that F c F, and F, is invariant under A. Namely, select an 
arbitra y u E @. 
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Proof. Statement (1) of Lemma 2.1 yields F c F,. Au E F c F, is true 
because of the invariance of F under A. Hence the invariance of F, under A 
follows with Lemma 2.2. n 
Lemma 2.3 immediately yields the 
COROLLARY. The union of all V-faces invariant under A coincio!e.s with 
the union of all nontrivial cyclic fkces invariant under A. 
3. W-IRREDUCIBILITY 
of W-irreducibility by 
Schrijder in [ll]. In Theorem of Theorem is extended 
to the of W-irreducibility. As we discuss of 
“matrices of positive 
> in R, let > be an order 
relation dominating z , with corresponding cone 
W={uER:uiO}. 
That > dominates the given order relation z means that 
u 50, v>o * u+v>o, 
where 
z&5-0 :w u>O,u#O w uEW\{O}. 
(According to [lo], dominating order relations can be characterized by 
means of “extremal sets.” In the following section this will be discussed in 
more detail.) 
On the basis of property (1) in Theorem 2.1, we make the following 
definition (Schroder [ll]): A positive linear operator A :R+R is called 
W-irreducible if for all h E Iw the implication 
UZO 
(AI-A)u>O I * uso 
(3-I) 
holds. (Again, the implication has only to be postulated for all sufficiently 
large X > 0.) 
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In the special case W= K the usual (K-)irreducibility is obtained which 
has been discussed in the preceding section. On the other hand, the above 
implication is generally correct in the case W= IntK u {0}, i.e., each posi- 
tive linear operator A is (IntK u {O})-irreducible. Therefore, we are espe- 
cially interested in the case 
IntK u (0) cg W$ K. 
(The insignificant case W = { 0} will be excluded in the following.) 
In [ll, Theorem 3.91 Schroder specifies some conditions equivalent to 
W-irreducibility. For the purposes of the present study, however, the follow- 
ing special equivalence statement is of more direct interest. It constitutes an 
immediate generalization of Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 3.1. For a positive linear operator A : R-+R the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) A is W-irreducible. 
(2) The implication 
u>O =+ (Z+A)"-'u>O 
holds. 
(3) None of the cyclic @es F, with u 50, uY0 is invariant under A. 
SUPPLEMENT. Condition (2) can be replaced by the following, formally 
more general condition: 
I 
n-l 
(2’) U>O >O(ER) * o,,o,,...,o,_, 
kzo ukA ku>O. 
Proof of the theorem and the supplement. (l)*(3): Let u 50, and let F, 
beinvariantunderA;thusAuEF,.ThenonehasO<cuAu<uwithana>O, 
and hence (l/a)u-Au>O. For any A>l/a one obtains Xu-Au>O. 
Condition (1) implies u >O, which means that (3) holds. 
(3)+(2’): Let ui0 and u,,...,u,_,>O be fixed, and let 
u, : = ii0 u,A ‘u (k=O,l,..., n-l). 
We have to show u,,_ ,>O, that is, F%_, = K. First we list some properties of 
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u,. For all relevant k one has 
U,>O, (3.2) 
F, = F%+? (3.3) 
Auk E F++,* (3.4) 
Here (3.2) immediately results from u 50; (3.3) follows by Lemma 2.1(3) 
from the relation 
uk G”k+uk+l Ak+iu=uk+r; 
and (3.4) holds because with a sufficiently large & > 0 
k+l kil 
O<AU,= x o,_,A’u<,Ll, x aiA$&Z3kuk+l 
i=l i=l 
holds. The inclusion (3.3) implies 
l<dim[FUO] < . . . <dim[F,_l] <n. 
In the case that dim[F,_J = n, the assertion is proved, for Lemma 2.1(3) 
immediately yields F,,_ 1 =K. If, however, dim[F%_,] <n, there would be a 
kE{O,l,...,n-22) with 
dim[F,]=dim[F,+,]; 
hence F, = Fu, + 1 according to Lemma 2.1(3). On the basis of (3.4), AU, E Fu, 
would follow, i.e., Fu, would be invariant under A. This, together with (3.2) 
and dim[ FuJ <n, is, however, a contradiction to the assumed condition (3). 
(2’)*(2): Set 
(2)+(l): Let u > 0 and o : = (AZ- A)u 50. According to (2) one has 
O<(Z+A)“-%=@I-A)(Z+A)“-‘u; 
consequently h( Z + A)“- ‘U > A (I + A)“- ‘u > 0. It follows, in particular, that 
A>0 and (Z+A)“-‘u>O. From 050, Au>Au>O and inductively also 
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X ku Z A ku > 0 (k = 1,2, . . . , n - 1) follows. This implies (1 + A)“- ‘u > 
(Z+A)“-‘u, so that one obtains (1+X)“-‘u>O, namely u>O. n 
Among other things the significance of W-irreducibility consists in the 
fact that, on the one hand, a number of statements for which in the classical 
theory of M-matrices (as well as in the Perron-Frobenius theory and in the 
Stein-Rosenberg theory) irreducibility is assumed, can be generalized to the 
case of W-irreducibility. On the other hand, there are interesting classes of 
W-irreducible operators which are not irreducible in the usual sense. 
Here and in Sec. 5 we shall discuss the “matrices of (generalized) 
positive type” in more detail. This class of matrices has been introduced by 
Bramble and Hubbard in [5] and has been studied by many authors, e.g. by 
Bohl in [3]. A survey is given by Varga in [16]; cf. also Schrijder [ll] and 
Vandergraft [ 141. 
To integrate this class of matrices into the concept of W-irreducibility we 
consider the space Z? = Iw” with the natural order relation 
u=(ui)>o -3 u,>o (i=l,...,n). 
The corresponding strict order relation is then 
uyo e u,>o (i=l,...,n). 
For a given subset 
JcN,={l,...,n}, JZ0 (3.5) 
we denote 
u >,o :w u>o, Uj>O (pg. (3.6) 
By this a >-dominant order relation >J in Iw” is defined. We denote the 
corresponding order cone by W,. 
We identify linear operators A : R+R with the associated matrices 
(o(k) E !I?“*“. In the definition of matrices of (generalized) positive type (see 
Sec. 5) the following “connection property” (V,) is of decisive importance. 
Let A=(qk)EW" and _Z be given as in (3.5). Then we say that A has the 
property (V,) if, for each i E N - J, there exist a i E J and pair-wise different 
k 1 ,..., k,~N,\{i,j}, such that 
aik,ak,k,’ . . a~_,~a~i 5% (3.7) 
The following equivalence holds. 
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THEOREM 3.2. A matrix A=(u,,)EIK!“~” with a&>0 (i,k=l,...,n) has 
the property (V,) if and only if A is W,-irreducible. 
Proof. First we state that the coefficients a$) of the matrix A ‘+ ’ can be 
represented in the form 
This can immediately be proved by induction over s. 
Let A have the property (V’) and let u 5~0. Then for 
one immediately has vj > 0 for each j EJ. On account of the property ( V,) 
and the representation (3.8), a power A ‘+I with 0 <s <n - 2 and i E J exist 
for each iEN,\] such that a{:)>O. It follows that (AS+lu)i >O, and hence 
also vi > 0 for i E N,\J. On the whole one has v>O, i.e., condition (2) of 
Theorem 3.1 is proved. 
If, on the other hand, A is WJ-irreducible, condition (2’) of the supple- 
ment to Theorem 3.1 is, in particular, fulfilled by a,, = ui = . . . = 1. With the 
assumption ~5~0, thus, w:=(Z+A+ . . . +A”-‘)u>O holds. 
Let, in particular, u = (t&) with uk = 1 for k E J and uk = 0 for k E N,\J. 
Consequently, for i E N,\J one has wi = 2:,~2i,,u~)>O; hence-because 
of the nonnegativity of the summands-a$) > 0 for at least one s E { 0,. . . , 
n - 2) and one j E J. On the basis of the representation (3.8), the existence of 
numbers k,, . . . , ks E N, with (3.7) follows from this. Among these numbers 
pairwise different numbers k;, . . . , k,’ E N,\{ i, k} can be selected which 
satisfy the condition corresponding to (3.7). Consequently, property (V,) is 
valid. n 
REMARK 3.1. The implication 
A has property ( v,) =+ A is WI-irreducible 
is directly connected with Proposition 2.7(a) in Schrijder [ll] and can easily 
be deduced from it. 
By the above theorem the somewhat technical property (V,) is, on the 
one hand, integrated into the more abstract concept of W-irreducibility. 
Thus, the statements on matrices of (generalized) positive type may be 
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derived in a more elegant and easy way. On the other hand, the abstract 
concept of W-irreducibility receives a concrete form by the practically 
provable property (V,). 
We point out, however, that the property (V,) does not cover the general 
case of W-irreducibility in Iw” (with the natural order relation). 
Apart from >J in (3.6), another >-dominant order relation can be 
defined by 
ui; >o :e u>o, ui > 0 for at least one j E J. (3.9) 
The W;-irreducibility belonging to the corresponding cone W; can also be 
characterized by a (modified) connection property (Vj). The following 
equivalence statement can be proved by using Theorem 3.2 and the relation 
w;= u ig,w(i). 
COROLLARY 3.1. A mutix A = (Q) E l/P*” with a,, > 0 (i, k = 1,. . . , n) is 
W;-irreducible if and only if A bus the property (Vi), i.e. if for each pair 
(i, j) E N, x J with i #i, there exist pairwise different k,, . . . , ks E N,\{ i, i} 
such that (3.7) holds. 
In particular, in the case J= N, one obtains Wkn = K, the cone of the 
natural order relation. The corresponding connection property (VA”) is 
known and frequently used as a possible characterization of the usual 
irreducibility of a matrix (see, for example, [ll, Sec. 2.1 (2.2)]). 
The dominant order relation specified in [ll, Sec. 2.1, Example 41 
contains (3.6) and (3.9) as special cases. 
4. THE VANDERGRAFT CONE KA 
The statements in Vandergraft [I41 are based on the following set 
construction. For a given positive linear operator A : R+R let 
where 
KA=(K&)u {O}, (4.1) 
EA : = (0) if A is K-irreducible, 
union of all V-faces of K which are invariant under A, otherwise. 
Thus, this set KA results from K by removing all V-faces which are invariant 
under A from K. The following Theorem 4.1 establishes the relations 
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between the concept of the preceding section and the set KA. In particular, 
KA turns out to be a subcone of K which generates a >-dominant order 
relation. We call KA the Vandergraft cone associated with A. 
First, we state that the set EA characterizing the cone KA can also be 
represented by means of the cyclic faces of K in the following way: 
LEMMA 4.1. The equution 
holds. 
-% = U Ft, (4.2) 
u > 0,uzLo 
AuEF, 
Proof. The representation immediately follows from Lemma 2.2 and the 
Corollary of Lemma 2.3. n 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A: R+R be a positive linear operator, and let KA be 
constructed according to (4.1), (4.2). 
(1) Then by u sAO :e u E KA a > -dominant order relation is defined in 
R. 
(2) If > i.s an arbitrary >-dominant order relation in R with corre- 
sponding o&m cone W, the following equiualmce holds: 
A W-irreducible w W c KA. 
In particular, A is always K,-irreducible. 
Statement (2) says that KA is just the maximal cone W c K such that A is 
still W-irreducible. Theorem 4.1 can be proved directly. Here, however, we 
prefer an idea for the proof which is oriented to the concept of “extremal 
sets” ([lo]; cf. also [6, p. 4391). The statements on extremal sets and cyclic . 
faces mentioned below (Lemma 4.3) also are of interest independent of the 
proof of the above theorem. 
A nonempty set E c K is called an extremal set of K if for each e E E the 
implication 
e=&p+(l--&Jw with u, w E K and some A, E (0,l) 
=+ Au+(l-X)wEE forall AE[O,l] 
holds. In this case E = K or E c 8K. (The case E = K is not of interest for the 
following.) 
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It is easily seen from the definition of extremal sets that any union of 
extremal sets of K is again an extremal set. Furthermore, extremal sets are 
closed sets. According to Schriider there is the following direct eorrespon- 
dence between the extremal sets of I( and the ;12 -dominant order relations. 
LEMMA 4.2 [lo, 121. If E is izn eMsma set of R, then 
W=(K\E)u {O} 
On the other hand, each cme W c K belonging to a > -daminant order 
relet&n > can uniquety be represented in the abow way, namely with 
E:= {u~GKlo$0>. 
LEMMA 4.3. 
(2) On the other hand, me cm write each extmnml set E of K as union 
of cyclic fixes, namely in the form 
E= u F,. 
UEE 
Pmof. (1): If eEF, and e=&u+(l--h,Jw with V,WEK and h,~(0, l), 
the definition of a cyclic face immediately yields that also o, w E F,. Because 
of the cone property of F,, also hu + (I- h)w E F, for all A E [0, 11, i.e., FU is 
an extremal set. 
(2): One has to show that u e E implies F, c E. J.& t;E F,. Then 
0 < CYD Q u for some LY E (0,l). Therefore, w : = (I- (.Y)-~(u -Au) is obviously 
EK, and one has u=&,u+(I-Q~EE with u,w~K and &=cx. Conse- 
quently, ho + (1 -X)w E E for all X E [Cl, l]; hence, in particular, u E E. II 
Proof of Z%eorem 4.1, (1): According to Lemma 4.3(l), EA in (4.2) is an 
extremal set of K. From Lemma 4.2, assertion (1) immediately follows. 
(2): According to (4.1) and (4.2) it is sufficient to show 
A W-inducible CJ EA c E, 
where E is the extremal set E = (0 E K : 0 $0) belonging to W. 
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“J”: In the case EA = (0) nothing is to be proved. Thus, let EA # (0) 
and let O#U E EA. Then, according to Lemma 4.1, one has u EF, with an 
u > 0, u YO such that F, is invariant under A. According to Theorem 3.1(3), 
the W-irreducibility of A then implies u $0. Since 0 <olu <u with an (Y > 0, 
also 0 50 holds, and hence c E E. 
“e”: Let u > 0, u~0. According to the definition of W-irreducibility it 
is to be shown that then (AZ - A)u $0 for all sufficiently large A > 0. If 
(XZ-A)ujOforaX>O,onewouldhavehuTAu>O,andhenceu)Oand 
Au E F,. According to Lemma 4.1, Au E F, implies, in particular, that 
u E E__, . Since, on the other hand, EA c E is assumed, one would also have 
u E E, that is, u 4 0, which is a contradiction. n 
5. OPERATORS OF THE TYPE M=XI-- A WITH POSITIVE A: THE 
CASE p(A) <A 
On the basis of the theory of inverse-positive operators, Schrijder in [ll] 
presented a condensed, consistent theory of M-matrices. In the framework of 
this theory the W-irreducibility turns out to be a very natural concept. In 
this context some of the statements specified in Vandergraft [14] may be 
derived in an especially easy manner and may be generalized in a natural 
way. We consider operators of the type M = AZ- A with positive A. Here we 
first discuss the case p(A) < h, and in the following section the case p(A) > X 
[p(A) =spectral radius of A]. In the context of the case p(A) <X, to which 
the theory of M-matrices mainly refers, we shall again discuss the matrices of 
positive type shortly. 
The basis of our studies is the following monotonicity theorem by 
Schriider (see, for example, [ll, Monotonicity Theorem 1.11; cf. also [12]). 
We again assume that the general assumptions of the preceding section are 
satisfied; in particular, i will denote a > -dominant order relation in Z? with 
associated order cone W. 
THEOREM 5.1 (Schroder). Let M: R+R be a linear operator which 
fulfills the following conditions: 
(I) M is pre-inverse-positive (with respect to W), i.e. the following 




(II) There exists a vector .z~ R with 
n>O, Mz,O. 
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Then M is inverse-positive, i.e., the following implication holds: 
Furthermore, 
We note that (under the assumptions of this paper) an inverse-positive 
operator M is invertible, and the inverse M - ’ is a positive operator defined 
on R. Furthermore, the following supplement applying to the necessity of 
condition (II) is true. 
SUPPLEMENT. If M : R-+R is an inverse-positive linear operator, then 
there exists a vector ZER with 
With respect to further details of the theory of inverse-positive operators 
we refer to [ll, Chapter l] and the literature specified there. 
By the following Theorem 5.2 a relationship between the theory of 
inverse-positive operators, the statements mentioned in the introduction, and 
the concepts of W-irreducibility is established. The equivalence of conditions 
(l), (2), (3) contained in this theorem can be considered to be a “classical” 
result of the theory of M-matrices (or of the Perron-Frobenius theory, 
respectively). For corresponding historical remarks we refer to [15] and [ 111. 
Here we just recall that the condition p(A) <X, in particular, implies the 
convergence of the iteration method given by Au,,+ 1 = Au,, + r, u0 E R, for 
solving the equation Mu = r with M = AZ - A. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let A : R+ R be a positive linear operator, and let A > 0. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) P(A) <A, 
(2) .z > 0, hz>Az for some z E R, 
(3) M : = hZ - A is an inverse-positive operator. 
Zf, furthernwre, A is W-irreducible, the equivalence is also true with the 
following condition: 
(2’) z>O, hz>Az for some PER. 
Proof. The equivalence (l)*(2) is obtained by well-known arguments, 
for example, by means of the Neumann’s series (*) and by using the z-norm 
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]]A]], of A (+). (For further details see [7, Theorem 31.) The equivalence 
(2)~(3) follows from the monotonicity theorem 5.1 (*) and from its supple- 
ment (*). (2)*(2’) is trivial. 
Finally, that for W-irreducible A (2’)+(3) also holds follows again from 
the monotonicity theorem 5.1: The W-irreducibility of A implies the pre- 
inverse-positivity of M =XZ- A [condition (I) of Theorem 5.11, and (2’) just 
corresponds to condition (II) of Theorem 5.1. n 
REMARK 5.1. In conditions (2), (2’), and (2”) (in the following Corollary 
5.1) z > 0 can be replaced by z>O, since under the given circumstances 
(pre-inverse-positivity of M), I > 0 always implies z>O. 
REMAIUC 5.2. In the case W= K Theorem 5.2 yields the known result 
for K-irreducible operators (cf. [7, Theorem lo]). 
In the case W=IntKU{O}, (2) and (2’) are identical. [Each positive 
operator is (Int K u { O})-irreducible.] 
The theory presented by Vandergraft in [14] applies to the case W= KA. 
We formulate the statement of the above theorem for this case explicitly as 
the 
COROLLARY 5. I. For a positive operator A the equivalence statement of 
Theorem 5.2 also holds with the following condition instead of (2): 
(2”) z>O, hz>*Azfor some PER. 
If A is W-irreducible, Theorem 4.1 implies W c KA. This means that 
condition (2’) is more restrictive than (2”), since hz>Az implies hz >*A.z. 
Nevertheless, condition (2’) is not without interest for practical respect, since 
the determination of KA in general is difficult, but it may possibly be proved 
in a relatively easy way that A is W-irreducible with respect to an ap- 
propriate W (cf., for example, Theorem 3.2). 
In Vandergraft [I41 the equivalence (l)*(Z”) is the subject of his 
Theorem 2.3, and the implication (2”)+(3) is the subject of Theorem 4.2 
(only formulated for the case of the natural order relation in Rn). In proving 
the implication (2”)+(l), Vandergraft uses the following statement instead of 
the theory of inverse-positivity [14, Lemma 2.21. 
For a positive linear operator A : R+R the following implication holds: 
~5~0 + u-i-Au+ ..-+.+A”-%>O. 
In the framework of our study this statement is immediately obtained as 
a special case of the supplement to Theorem 3.1 (with W = KA, uO= u1 
= . . . =u,_,=l). 
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As an a~lication we would like to take up again the matrices of 
(generalized) positive type. We again consider the special situation discussed 
in Sec. 3 (assumptions of Theorem 3.2). 
We call a matrix M = (mjk) E [w"~" of generalized positive type if 
(a) m,, < 0 for i #k, 
(b) a subset J c IV, (3.5) and a vector z E R” exist such that z>O, Mz 5~0 
[cf. (3.6)], and 
(c) M has the property (V,) (with respect to this set J). 
A similar class of matrices can be defined by the three conditions 
(a), (b’), (c’), where (b’) results from (b) by replacing Mz 5,O with Mz ='; 0 [cf. 
(3.9)], and (c’) from (c) by postulating property (Vi) instead of (V,) (cf. 
Corollary 3.1). 
If a matrix M is of generalized positive type or if it fulfills the conditions 
(a), (lo’), (c’), it is inverse-positiue. 
This result-known for the case of (generalized) positive type (cf., for 
example, [3]; see also [5], [Ill)-follows, by means of the aids provided by 
[ll] and in our context, from the following simple arguments. 
On account of condition (a) M can be represented in the form M = XI - A 
with positive A. Since M and A only differ on the diagonal, M has the 
property (V,) or (Vi) when A does. Consequently, A is W,- or W;-irreducible 
according to Theorem 3.2 or Corollary 3.1 respectively. Together with (b) or 
(b’) respectively, the assertion follows from the implication (2’)=$3) of 
Theorem 5.2. (Theorem 5.1 may be used instead just as well; cf. also [ll, 
Proposition 2.7(a)]). 
(In Vandergraft [14] th e matrices of generalized positive type are called 
“J-diagonal-dominant.” The “matrices of positive type” originally studied by 
Bramble and Hubbard [5] fulfill conditions (a), (b), (c) with z= e= 
(I, I,. . a, 1) T in (b). This special class is of particular practical interest. For by 
using the property (V,), one can avoid the explicit construction of a vector .z. 
If, however, a construction process for z according to (b) can not be avoided 
at all, one may possibly try to determine a vector z>0 with Mz>O 
immediately. Choose, for example, the solution z* of A4.z = e. Clearly, M is 
inverse-positive if and only if z* >O. The property (V,) is not needed in this 
case.) 
6. OPERATORS OF THE TYPE M=hI - A WITH POSITIVE A: THE 
CASE p(A) > X 
The considerations of this section, which refer to the case p(A) >A [or 
p(A) > h] are closely connected to the Perron-Frobenius theory. 
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The following statement is known (Rheinboldt and Vandergraft [7, 
Theorem 111). 
LEMMA 6.1. For positive linear operators A : R+R (and h > 0), p(A) > A 
holds if and only if z > 0, AZ Z AZ for some vector z E R. 
In [ 14, Theorem 2.31 Vandergraft has formulated a corresponding equiva- 
lence statement for the strict inequality p(A) >h: 
“p(A) > h holds if and only if (G+) there exists a vector z E R with 
z > 0, AZ jA)U.” (6.1) 
This statement is not correct. The implication * can be disproved by 
very simple counterexamples. Instead of 3 a modified statement holds, 
however. The implication e= is formally correct and can be generalized to 
the case of W-irreducibility. However, with regard to the verification of its 
assumptions it turns out to be just as problematic (cf. Remark 6.3). 
EXAMPLES. We consider Iw2 with the natural order relation, 
Let 
The only two nontrivial cyclic faces F ;), F(y) remain invariant under A; thus 
KA =IntK u (0); hence ~5~0 % u>O. 
If the above implication + were correct for some h > 0, A < p(A) = 2, there 
would have to be a vector z E Iw2 satisfying (6.1), i.e. 
.Z= > 0, Az=( 2;)>h( ;;). 
This would, however, mean 0 >z2 > 0. 
In an analogous way the matrix 
produces a contradiction for all h > 0, h <p(A). 
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In the case of the matrices 
and A:= 
there are elements z E R2 with (6.1) as far as A < 1, but not in the (more 
interesting) case 1 < h <p(A) = 2. 
As an explanation of the following Theorem 6.1 we point out that the 
relation Az i* AZ can also be formulated as follows: 
(A-hZ)zEIntK u (aK\E,). (6.2) 
The occurrence of the complementary set aK \ EA is characteristic for this 
case. By means of the Perron-Frobenius theory, however, we obtain the 
following statement where 8K \ EA is replaced by the set EA itself. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let A be a positive linear operator with p(A) >A > 0. 
Then there exists a vector .z E R with 
.z > 0, (A-AZ)zEIntK uEA\{O}. 
Namely, me can choose z= cp where Q, is an eigenvector of A corresponding 
to the eigenvalue A = p(A). In particular, one has 
qEIntK u E,\(O). (6.3) 
Proof. The existence of an eigenvector QJ > 0 of A corresponding to the 
eigenvalue A =p(A) follows from the Perron-Frobenius theory (see, for 
example, [15]). Obviously (A-AZ)(p= y(p with y=p(A)-X>O. 
In the case cp>O, (A -AZ)cp>O also holds; thus the assertion is satisfied. 
Let now QYJYO. Since Ag,=p(A)cp E F, and since FT is therefore invariant 
under A, one has F, c EA according to the definition of EA. Thus, QI, y(p E EA. 
This yields the assertion. n 
REMARK 6.1. In case A is W-irreducible one may replace EA by E in the 
above theorem, since according to Theorem 4.1 the inclusion EA c E holds. 
The above version of the theorem with EA yields the strongest conclusion, 
but the formulation with E can still be of interest in practical respects (if EA 
is available only with difficulties). 
REMARK 6.2. If A is K-irreducible, then EA = (0). In this case the 
known statement q+O of the Perron-Frobenius theory is obtained in (6.3). 
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Finally, we shall discuss briefly the implication 
p(A)>h += z>O, A~>~?uz. 
We prove the following 
REMARK 6.3. Let A : R-R be a W-irreducible operator and let X>O 
( E W). Zf there exists a vector z E R with 
then p(A) > h. 
Hence the above implication is obtained for W= KA. The condition 
Az iA &z occurring in it is again the formally weakest condition ( W c KA). 
To prove Remark 6.3 consider w : = (A - AZ).z i 0. Because of the W-irre- 
ducibility of A, the following holds according to Theorem 3.1(2): (I+ A)“-’ 
w +O. Since (I + A)“- ’ and A -AZ commute, one has (A -AZ){ >O for { : = 
(Z+A)“-‘z>O; thus also (A-AI)l >&I, i.e. [@+&)I-A](-l)>O, for all 
sufficiently small e>O. Hence, it follows that (A + &)I- A cannot be an 
inverse-positive operator, for otherwise - 5 > 0 would follow. Together with 
{ > 0, one would have { =0 in contradiction to (A -M)j’ k-0. Theorem 5.2 
[(l)*(3)] yields p(A) > X + E, and hence p(A) > A. n 
As the above examples show, the assumptions of Remark 6.3 are prob- 
lematic. The questionable point of the statement is as follows: If A is 
K-irreducible and if p(A) > A, an eigenvector z= cp>O of A exists according 
to Theorem 6.1, and hence also (A -hZ)v+O holds. If A is, however, not 
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